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The Tax Rules Have Changed. Your Business Should, Too. The Tax Cut and Jobs Act of 2017
marks the biggest tax reform in more than 30 years. The changes to the tax code are complex
(especially for the small-business owner), but you don't have to go it alone. CPA and Attorney
Mark J. Kohler delivers a comprehensive analysis of the new tax and legal structure you
desperately need to help make the new tax law work for you. In this revised edition of The Tax
and Legal Playbook, Kohler reveals clear-cut truths about tax and legal planning and delivers a
practical, play-by-play guide that helps you build wealth, save on taxes, and protect your
assets. Using real-world case studies, tax-savvy tips, game plans, and discussion points,
Kohler coaches you through the complexities of the tax game of the small-business owner.
You'll also learn how to: Examine your business needs and pick the right business entity for
you Build your personal and corporate credit in eight steps Implement affordable asset
protection strategies Take advantage of underutilized business tax deductions Pick the right
health-care, retirement, and estate plans Bring on partners and investors the right way Plan for
your future with self-directed retirement funds Reading from cover to cover or refer to each
chapter as needed, you will come away wiser and better equipped to make the best decisions
for your business, your family, and yourself.
This is not just a workbook! Here is what is also included when you purchase 8 Steps: * 49+
Videos * 12+ Webinars/Podcasts * PDF Version also available * Downloadable Business Plan,
Marketing Plan, and Strategic Plan * 8 Live Training Sessions (live & recorded)Learn from one
of the Nation's Best Selling Authors and an actual Attorney and CPA on How to Start Your
Business Today! Ever thought of starting your own small business- but thought it was too hard
or had no idea where to start? Then this is the workbook for you! Listen to invaluable legal and
tax advice given by Best Selling author and CPA/Attorney Mark Kohler, all which are geared
toward helping you succeed in your dreams of being your own boss- and live well while doing
so! No matter what your age, income, or current status in small business 'start-up' mode you
will find material here to be truly invaluable and guaranteed to save you thousands in lawsuits,
issues with the government or IRS and general heartache. Buy with confidence knowing we
offer a 100% 30-day money back guarantee!
"This guide is for business owners, managers, and HR professionals who need to create (or
update) a legal and plain-English employee handbook. It provides legal information, practical
suggestions, and best practices on wages, hours, and tip pools; at-will employment; time off;
discrimination and harassment; complaints and investigations; health and safety; drugs and
alcohol; workplace privacy; and email and social media"-Darren Weeks is Canada’s most prominent financial educator. He is the Founder of the Fast
Track Group of Companies, an acclaimed solutions-based financial literacy firm and one of the
nation’s fastest-growing companies. For nearly a decade and a half, Darren has spoken to
hundreds of thousands of people across North America, Europe and Latin America about how
to become financially independent. He is an advocate of learning how to create wealth through
business and investment, and believes that this vital knowledge is lacking from traditional
education. In fact, in every country that he has spoken Darren has seen that schools do not
teach their students to manage money. Darren has made it his mission to fill that void by
providing financial education to people across the world. He went from an average middleclass upbringing to raising hundreds of millions of dollars in investor capital, owning nearly
5,000 real estate properties, millions of dollars in energy assets and acquiring two cruise ship
terminals in the Caribbean. All of this was accomplished by educating himself on how to do it
and then taking action. There is no greater expert on the art of raising capital from investors
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and no person more committed to sharing this information than Darren Weeks.
Tax-Free Wealth is about tax planning concepts. It’s about how to use your country’s tax laws
to your benefit. In this book, Tom Wheelwright will tell you how the tax laws work. And how
they are designed to reduce your taxes, not to increase your taxes. Once you understand this
basic principle, you no longer need to be afraid of the tax laws. They are there to help you and
your business—not to hinder you. Once you understand the basic principles of tax reduction,
you can begin, immediately, reducing your taxes. Eventually, you may even be able to legally
eliminate your income taxes and drastically reduce your other taxes. Once you do that, you
can live a life of Tax-Free Wealth.
A revised Second Edition of the book that shows you how to use Bible-based leadership
principles to improve business performance In How to Run Your Business by THE BOOK,
famed leadership guru Dave Anderson reveals biblical lessons to help transform the people,
culture, and results of your business. Not only will you master timeless business principles
based on the world's bestselling book, you'll build a foundation for your business that leads to
long-term success. It's a refreshing return to commonsense business basics, based on
leadership lessons peppered throughout the Good Book. You'll read what the bible has to say
about hiring and training people, managing money, creating a leadership vision, achieving
ambitious goals, and much more. This new Second Edition features a new introduction that
includes letters from readers about their success using these principles, a new chapter on
leading through crisis, and bonus sections at the end of each chapter that offer new and
expanded insights on these powerful leadership principles. Includes practical, proven business
guidance gleaned from the Bible Features smart business guidance like the High-Five
Principles for elevating your people skills, Four Mandates to Maximize Your Time, and How to
Overcome the Number One Cause of Management Failure Fully updated with a new
Introduction, new section chapter conclusions that help you follow through on each chapter's
principle, and an entirely new chapter on crisis leadership Dave Anderson is also the author of
Up Your Business!, If You Don't Make Waves, You'll Drown, How to Deal with Difficult
Customers, and How to Lead by THE BOOK Best of all, you don't need to be familiar with the
Bible to profit from these wise and timeless principles. All you need is a heart open to biblical
wisdom and a willingness to lead with courage.
First published in 1971, Rules for Radicals is Saul Alinsky's impassioned counsel to young
radicals on how to effect constructive social change and know “the difference between being a
realistic radical and being a rhetorical one.” Written in the midst of radical political
developments whose direction Alinsky was one of the first to question, this volume exhibits his
style at its best. Like Thomas Paine before him, Alinsky was able to combine, both in his
person and his writing, the intensity of political engagement with an absolute insistence on
rational political discourse and adherence to the American democratic tradition.
Strategies for building wealth and avoiding excessive taxation from one of the most original
finance thinkers of our time. Top 10 Ways to Avoid Taxes will teach you what the Top 1% know
about money and the tools they use to grow, protect and pass that wealth to their heirs taxfree.
Save BIGGER THAN EVER with this fully updated edition of the classic tax-saving guide! Tax
whiz Jeff Schnepper has been helping ordinary taxpayers dramatically lower their tax bills for
decades. Now, Schnepper brings his classic guide up to date for the coming tax season.
Presented in language anyone can understand, How to Pay Zero Taxes 2020-2021 delivers
everything you need to take full advantage of the newest tax laws—and pay the IRS less than
ever before. Schnepper uncovers hundreds of sanctioned deductions, shelters, credits, and
exemptions and provides invaluable tax tips you’ll only find here. You’ll learn how to navigate
the tax code like a pro and save the maximum legal amounts on: • Capital gains and dividends
• IRA and retirement plans • Converting personal expenses into deductible business expenses
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• Charitable deductions • Child care and elder care • Moving and job-hunting expenses •
Mortgages and points • Investment expenses Every April, thousands of people around the
country pay far more than they have to. Don’t give the IRA one dollar more than the law
requires. Use How to Pay Zero Taxes 2020-2021 to keep more of your hard-earned money in
your own pocket.
The most dangerous move in business is the failure to make a move. Global business celebrity
and prime-time Bloomberg Television host, Jeffrey W. Hayzlett empowers business leaders to
tie their visions to actions, advancing themselves past competitors and closer to their business
dream. Drawing upon his own business back stories including his time as CMO of Kodak and
sharing examples from the many leaders featured on “The C-Suite with Jeff Hayzlett,” Hayzlett
imparts ten core lessons that dare readers to own who they are as a leader and/or company,
define where they want to go, and fearlessly do what it takes to get there—caring less about
conventional wisdom, re-framing limitations, and steamrolling obstacles as they go.
NEW YORK TIMES EDITORS’ CHOICE • Big Tobacco meets Silicon Valley in this “deeply
reported and illuminating” (The New York Times Book Review) corporate exposé of what
happened when two of the most notorious industries collided—and the vaping epidemic was
born. “The best business book I’ve read since Bad Blood.”—Jonathan Eig, New York Times
bestselling author of Ali: A Life Howard Willard lusted after Juul. As the CEO of tobacco giant
Philip Morris’s parent company and a veteran of the industry’s long fight to avoid being
regulated out of existence, he grew obsessed with a prize he believed could save his
company—the e-cigarette, a product with all the addictive upside of the original without the
same apparent health risks and bad press. Meanwhile, in Silicon Valley, Adam Bowen and
James Monsees began working on a device that was meant to save lives and destroy Big
Tobacco, but they ended up baking the industry’s DNA into their invention’s science and
marketing. Ultimately, Juul’s e-cigarette was so effective and so market-dominating that it put
the company on a collision course with Philip Morris and sparked one of the most explosive
public health crises in recent memory. In a deeply reported account, award-winning journalist
Lauren Etter tells a riveting story of greed and deception in one of the biggest botched deals in
business history. Etter shows how Philip Morris’s struggle to innovate left Willard desperate to
acquire Juul, even as his own team sounded alarms about the startup’s reliance on underage
customers. And she shows how Juul’s executives negotiated a lavish deal that let them pocket
the lion’s share of Philip Morris’s $12.8 billion investment while government regulators and
furious parents mounted a campaign to hold the company’s feet to the fire. The Devil’s
Playbook is the inside story of how Juul’s embodiment of Silicon Valley’s “move fast and
break things” ethos wrought havoc on American health, and how a beleaguered tobacco
company was seduced by the promise of a new generation of addicted customers. With both
companies’ eyes on the financial prize, neither anticipated the sudden outbreak of vapinglinked deaths that would terrorize a nation, crater Juul’s value, end Willard’s career, and show
the costs in human life of the rush to riches—while Juul’s founders, board members, and
employees walked away with a windfall.
Let's be honest, traditional small firm law practice is not working very well. Too many small firm
lawyers struggle to make ends meet, get clients, meet clients' expectations, or they wrestle
with mental health issues or substance abuse. Meanwhile, there is a huge gap between those
who need legal help and those who can get it. But it doesn't have to be that way. We can build
better firms, be more effective with our clients, enjoy better health and a greater sense of
fulfillment, and make a bigger impact on our communities. With the client-centric law firm
management model in The Small Firm Roadmap, you'll see that getting started is easier than
you think. The team from Lawyerist.com-Aaron Street, Sam Glover, Stephanie Everett, and
Marshall Lichty-will help you gain clarity around your career and firm goals and identify
successful strategies for starting, managing, and growing a thriving future-oriented law firm. If
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you're ready to do great work that supports a great life, this book is for you.
First Responder’s Finally in the Spotlight with, Your Retirement Playbook; Ohio’s Guide to
Planning a Successful Retirement. Now is the perfect time to help first responders in whatever
way we consumers can. For those of you in Ohio, that means supporting Jim Lineweaver’s
new book on Retirement, entitled, Your Retirement Playbook: Ohio’s Guide to Planning a
Successful Retirement. Whether you are a firefighter, police officer, teachers, or Health Care
Providers (too many to mention) this retirement guide was written to help you develop a plan
that will fill in the information you need where your county or state retirement plan cannot. With
everything to consider from excess overtime during the current crisis to tax consequences, this
is an informative, value added book for anyone who works in Ohio or has loved ones who do.
The Class Action Playbook is a unique and strategic "how to" guide for practitioners seeking to
bring or defend a class action.
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 was the single most sweeping change in the history of America's
income tax. It was also the best political and economic story of its time. Here, in the anecdotal
style of The Making of the President, two Wall Street Journal reporters provide the first
complete picture of how this tax revolution went from an improbable dream to a widely hailed
reality.
This is a powerful story woven around one theme—TAX PLANNING CAN CHANGE YOUR
LIFE Tackling the fundamental question asked by all taxpayers – How can I save on taxes? —
attorney and CPA Mark J. Kohler empowers you to dismiss standard CPA viewpoints like your
tax payment is what it is and you just make too much money. Simplified through the mastery of
storytelling, Kohler invites you to immerse yourself in the compelling tale of a typical family’s
tax awakening. Through their journey, you’ll discover critical, but underutilized tax strategies to
achieve huge tax savings, greater wealth, and, ultimately, a winning pursuit of the American
Dream. “Mark brought tax planning to life in a story line we can all relate to personally!” Lori
Mackey, award-winning author, CEO of Prosperity4Kids, Inc. “It is about time someone
brought the benefits of tax planning to the masses. That is what Mark has achieved in this
book.” Dermot Berkery, author of Raising Capital for the Serious Entrepreneur "If you are not
happy with your current CPA relationship, and aren't in love with your generic tax planning
software, and wonder if there are better options out there. . .you need to read this book!" Tim
Higgins, author of Paying For College Without Sacrificing Your Retirement "FINALLY, a tax
book that I can not only understand but relate to and actually learn from. I never thought it was
possible, however Mark Kohler did it - he made learning about taxes fun." Starr Hall,
www.StarrHall.com, international author, speaker "This book changed the way I saw my taxes
and my financial future." Woody Woodward, filmmaker, author, success Strategist Includes Tax
Planning Resource Kit—Access templates, checklists, charts, and videos for additional support!
The Intersectionof Joy and Money is a revolutionary concept and a must-read for those who
want to create and enjoy their own wealth. Mackey McNeill uses her experience and
knowledge to lead you through a journey of self-discovery and self-actualization. Use this book
to bring personal power to your relationship with money.
Why should you ultimately deploy your financial assets at death in a way that you never would
have while you were alive? Entrusted: Building a Legacy That Lasts explains why today's
model for estate planning today is fundamentally flawed, especially for higher net worth
individuals and families, and how it can be fixed
The Self Directed IRA Handbook explains how investors can own alternative retirement plan
assets in their IRAs. These assets typically include; real estate, private stock, IRA/LLCs, LP,
LLC, private equity, hedge funds, private placement, crowdfunding, and precious metals. The
Handbook clearly explains the prohibited transaction rules, investment structures, common self
directed IRA investment assets, and SDIRA tax pitfalls (UBIT & UDFI tax). The Handbook goes
beyond the basics of self directed IRAs and includes extensive FAQs after each chapter, and
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nearly 100 citations to cases, statutes, rulings, and opinions from the Courts, the IRS, and the
DOL. Its author, Mat Sorensen, is an experienced attorney who has advised clients with IRAs
at every major self directed IRA custodian, and who speaks frequently at industry associations
and before professional groups on self directed IRA topics. Mat regularly advises clients on the
prohibited transaction rules, on IRA/LLC structures, on real estate and private company
investments, and on UBIT and UDFI taxes. Mat has also successfully represented self directed
IRA owners before the IRS Appeals Office and the U.S. Tax Court. To view testimonials for the
book, and for additional self directed IRA resources, please visit the author's site at
www.sdirahandbook.com
Readers say it best: "Very informative." "Saved me a lot of money and headaches!"
"Recommend it for everyone who has to plan estates for their elderly parents" Living Trusts for
Everyone is the best resource for setting up a living trust. Explaining in specific terms what
benefits a trust will have, Ronald Farrington Sharp gives the tools necessary to set up a loved
one’s trust with no lawyers and no expense. Wills benefit lawyers. Trusts benefit the clients.
Too often lawyers sell wills to clients only to sit back and wait to sell their probate services to
their clients’ heirs. Ronald Farrington Sharp describes the best way to handle modern estate
planning and details the many advantages trusts have over wills in not only eliminating probate
but in also protecting your assets for your heirs. Sharp explains why legal services are not
needed to do the clerical work in settling a trust after death. This updated edition includes new
information on an array of subjects, including: Elimination of the federal estate tax for most
estates due to increased exemption amounts Online assets The use of passwords,
usernames, and websites Keeping trustees honest and the process of removing trustees for
malfeasance Forms for simplifying the planning process Strategies to lower attorneys’ fees
With no legal jargon, just step-by-step instructions and sample form letters, Living Trusts for
Everyone takes the mystery out of the process of setting up a trust.
America’s runaway inequality has an engine: our unjust tax system. Even as they became
fabulously wealthy, the ultra-rich have had their taxes collapse to levels last seen in the 1920s.
Meanwhile, working-class Americans have been asked to pay more. The Triumph of Injustice
presents a forensic investigation into this dramatic transformation, written by two economists
who revolutionized the study of inequality. Eschewing anecdotes and case studies, Emmanuel
Saez and Gabriel Zucman offer a comprehensive view of America’s tax system, based on new
statistics covering all taxes paid at all levels of government. Their conclusion? For the first time
in more than a century, billionaires now pay lower tax rates than their secretaries. Blending
history and cutting-edge economic analysis, and writing in lively and jargon-free prose, Saez
and Zucman dissect the deliberate choices (and sins of indecision) that have brought us to
today: the gradual exemption of capital owners; the surge of a new tax avoidance industry, and
the spiral of tax competition among nations. With clarity and concision, they explain how
America turned away from the most progressive tax system in history to embrace policies that
only serve to compound the wealth of a few. But The Triumph of Injustice is much more than a
laser-sharp analysis of one of the great political and intellectual failures of our time. Saez and
Zucman propose a visionary, democratic, and practical reinvention of taxes, outlining reforms
that can allow tax justice to triumph in today’s globalized world and democracy to prevail over
concentrated wealth. A pioneering companion website allows anyone to evaluate proposals
made by the authors, and to develop their own alternative tax reform at taxjusticenow.org.
TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR FINANCIAL FUTURETailored for small business owners and
entrepreneur like yourself who are looking for long-term financial planning and wealth
management, The Business Owner's Guide to Financial Freedom reveals the secrets behind
successfully investing in your business while bypassing Wall Street-influenced financial
planners. Attorney and CPA Mark J. Kohler and expert financial planner Randall A. Luebke
deliver a guide catered to your entrepreneurial journey as they teach you how to create assets
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that provide income so work is no longer a requirement, identify money and tax-saving
strategies, and address business succession plans to help you transition into the investment
phase of business ownership. Learn how to: Pinpoint the dollar value of your business with a
step-by-step formula Eliminate and avoid bad debt while leveraging your good debt Uncover
investment strategies Wall Street won't tell you Achieve long-term goals with the 4x4 Financial
Independence Plan Find an advisor willing to look out for your best interests Super-charge
your 401(k) and leverage your insurance to get rich Create the best exit strategy for you, your
business, and your family Avoid the most common mistakes in real estate investment Protect
your hard-earned assets from security threats ready to strike You can't predict the future, but
you can plan for it. So if you're ready to stop treating your business like your only asset and
want to start making it your most valuable legacy, this book is for you!
Why the rich don’t pay taxes? That has been one of the questions that a lot of people don’t
fully understand. If the socio-economic class pays taxes, why do the rich escape without
paying theirs? Well, this book uncovers the number of ways many of the wealthiest people
within the world use to reduce or eliminate their taxes.
"And sometime, at some point, do something for your country." That quote from Pulitzer Prizewinning historian David McCullough resonated so deeply with Trek Bicycle President John
Burke that he set out to write a book laying out his vision for the country, an America that can
once again be a shining city on a hill. Burke says it's time to cut through the political fog and
deal with the facts: The U.S. is facing serious, long-term problems, and politicians in
Washington, D.C. are ignoring them. These critical issues can be resolved, he says, with the
determination and shared sacrifice of the American people. From battling climate change to
saving Social Security, from reducing the risk of nuclear war to rebuilding crumbling roads and
bridges, from campaign finance reform to improving the health of Americans, John Burke offers
his 16 Nonpartisan Solutions for putting the United States on a stronger foundation. This is his
Presidential Playbook, a plan for America's future--and a call for all Americans to come
together and ... do something for our country.

“Blood-boiling…with quippy analysis…Taub proposes straightforward fixes and ways
everyday people can get involved in taking white-collar criminals to task.”—San
Francisco Chronicle How ordinary Americans suffer when the rich and powerful use tax
dodges or break the law to get richer and more powerful—and how we can stop it. There
is an elite crime spree happening in America, and the privileged perps are getting away
with it. Selling loose cigarettes on a city sidewalk can lead to a choke-hold arrest, and
death, if you are not among the top 1%. But if you're rich and commit mail, wire, or bank
fraud, embezzle pension funds, lie in court, obstruct justice, bribe a public official,
launder money, or cheat on your taxes, you're likely to get off scot-free (or even win an
election). When caught and convicted, such as for bribing their kids' way into college,
high-class criminals make brief stops in minimum security "Club Fed" camps. Operate
the scam from the executive suite of a giant corporation, and you can prosper with
impunity. Consider Wells Fargo & Co. Pressured by management, employees at the
bank opened more than three million bank and credit card accounts without customer
consent, and charged late fees and penalties to account holders. When CEO John
Stumpf resigned in "shame," the board of directors granted him a $134 million golden
parachute. This is not victimless crime. Big Dirty Money details the scandalously
common and concrete ways that ordinary Americans suffer when the well-heeled use
white collar crime to gain and sustain wealth, social status, and political influence.
Profiteers caused the mortgage meltdown and the prescription opioid crisis, they've
evaded taxes and deprived communities of public funds for education, public health,
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and infrastructure. Taub goes beyond the headlines (of which there is no shortage) to
track how we got here (essentially a post-Enron failure of prosecutorial muscle, the
growth of "too big to jail" syndrome, and a developing implicit immunity of the upper
class) and pose solutions that can help catch and convict offenders.
The Tax and Legal Playbook: Strategies that Save You Time and Money CPA and
Attorney Mark J. Kohler answers the leading tax and legal questions facing small
business owners, across all stages of business, and delivers a comprehensive
playbook of clear-cut truths, thought-provoking advice, and underutilized solutions to
save you time, money, and heartache. You can read this book straight through or as a
reference guide—reading the chapters as needed to answer the questions as they arise.
You’ll come away wiser and better equipped to make the best decisions for your
business, your family, and yourself. Covers: • The ins and outs behind fundamental
business decisions • Underutilized tax and legal strategies that can save you
thousands • Picking the right legal entity for your business • Common legal scams and
deceptions to avoid • Protecting your assets and planning for retirement • Issues are
illustrated with entertaining, real-world examples
This book contains strategies to Save Money, Invest, and Reduce Taxes. Such
strategies include opening a SEP IRA, contributing to your 401K, maximizing Life
Insurance and many more. It is intended to help all incomes levels but in particular
people of? High Net-worth such as Business Owners, Doctors,? and Lawyers. The
book contains strategies that could help your overall Financial Plan after consulting with
a fiduciary professional.
When it comes to taxes, it's not just about how much money you make--but how much
money you actually get to keep. Are you tired of working hard all year, just to lose the
largest chunk of that money to the IRS? Believe it or not, the U.S. tax system is filled
with loopholes designed specifically to benefit real estate investors just like you. In this
comprehensive follow-up to The Book on Tax Strategies, bestselling authors and CPAs
Amanda Han and Matthew MacFarland bring you more strategies to slash your taxes
and turn your real estate investments into a tax-saving machine. Inside, you will learn:
How to take advantage of the tax reform benefits in all of your real estate deals Taxdeferral and tax-free techniques to significantly increase your return on investments
How to use your rental properties to legally wipe out your taxable income What you
need to know to take advantage of the Opportunity Zone tax benefits Tax-free methods
to take cash out of a 1031 Exchange How to supercharge your nest egg using selfdirected investment strategies Common retirement investing tax traps and how to avoid
them Taxes saved means more money for you, your family, and more money to invest.
Learning to save on your taxes could be the easiest money you ever make!
The Tax and Legal PlaybookGame-Changing Solutions To Your Small Business
QuestionsEntrepreneur Press
Noted tax expert and award-winning finance author Eva Rosenberg presents one of the
first – if not the first – guides to Trump’s newly enacted tax plan, providing individual
tax payers with a roadmap to making the most out of this historic tax reform. Part One
will provide plain English overview of what’s new and how it will affect individual
taxpayers as well as the larger goals of tax reform. Part Two will feature nearly 300 tax
tips that will provide specific instructions on how to take advantage of the new tax law.
Known for his candid works, Lawyers Are Liars, What Your CPA Isn't Telling You and
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The Business Owner's Guide to Financial Freedom, trusted advisor, CPA, and attorney
Mark Kohler delivers again, giving conflicted business owners the go-to guide for
confidently approaching legal and tax issues fundamental to protecting their business
and themselves. Leveraging popular case studies, Kohler presents easy-to-grasp
points supported by assessment quizzes, checklist, chapter summaries, and more.
Guides readers on the path to financial freedom, discussing how to not only weather
but gain from fluctuations in the stock market, how to get more out of a 401k, and how
to avoid paying hidden fees.
A comprehensive analysis of Donald Trump's legal history reveals his temperament, methods,
character, and morality. Unlike all previous presidents who held distinguished positions in
government or the military prior to entering office, Donald Trump's political worldview was
molded in the courtroom. He sees law not as a system of rules to be obeyed and ethical ideals
to be respected, but as a weapon to be used against his adversaries or a hurdle to be
sidestepped when it gets in his way. He has weaponized the justice system throughout his
career, and he has continued to use these backhanded tactics as Plaintiff in Chief. In this book,
distinguished New York attorney James D. Zirin presents Trump's lengthy litigation history as
an indication of his character and morality, and his findings are chilling: if you partner with
Donald Trump, you will probably wind up litigating with him. If you enroll in his university or buy
one of his apartments, chances are you will want your money back. If you are a woman and
you get too close to him, you may need to watch your back. If you try to sue him, he's likely to
defame you. If you make a deal with him, you had better get it in writing. If you are a lawyer, an
architect, or even his dentist, you'd better get paid up front. If you venture an opinion that
publicly criticizes him, you may be sued for libel. A window into the president's dark legal
history, Plaintiff in Chief is as informative as it is disturbing.
This supplemental workbook is designed to be used in conjunction with the book, "Teach Your
Child to Fish." It provides over twenty practical activities and faith-based references for parents
to teach their school-age children, kindergarten through high school, money management
concepts as they begin to understand money.
For the past 40 years Richard Koch has wanted to uncover the simple, elemental, elegant and
parsimonious principles that are needed to create great new businesses. To qualify, a principle
must be so overwhelmingly powerful that anyone can reliably use it towards extraordinary
results. Is there any principle that can tell you how to do that consistently and with a high
chance of success? Working with venture capitalist Greg Lockwood, his co-author on
SUPERCONNECT, and supported by research from the elite firm of OC&C Strategy
Consultants, Koch has the answer. The principle Koch and Lockwood have discovered behind
extraordinarily successful businesses is simplifying. Some simplify on price - take Ryanair's
budget flights which still take you from A to B, but so cheaply that nearly everyone can afford
them, multiplying the size of their market - and some simplify on proposition, such as Apple's
decision to cut down on the number of their product lines and focus on perfecting only a few
devices. With case studies of famous companies in all different industries from finance to fast
food, the authors show how anyone can analyse their business's potential to become a
simplifier, and which route they should take to maximise the impact.
Deborah Price left the financial services industry when she discovered that the best financial
advice or plan couldn't help clients solve their core money issues. She went on to pioneer the
field of money coaching because people's financial struggles are "more psychological and
emotional than they are practical." Each chapter in The Heart of Money — on topics including
breaking through taboos, learning the language of financial intimacy, assessing money
patterns, understanding money "types," and facing setbacks and crises — is packed with
strategies and exercises, as well as real-life coaching excerpts from Price's clients. Couples
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learn to get past secrecy, shame, fear, and ignorance to become a team working toward
shared goals. Though money can't buy love, money issues can chip away at it. Price
demonstrates how to co-create the kind of financial foundation that strengthens, rather than
threatens, intimacy.
Are all Lawyers Liars? Of course not! But some lawyers are, and others who are not lawyers
use that charge to sell the unsuspecting public asset protection structures or strategies that are
outright lies. Until now, no other professional has been willing to call out the frauds and cheats
in this powerful industry where self-professed experts and do-it-yourself hacks wreak havoc on
the innocent just wanting to protect their assets. Mark Kohler exposes the liars and tells us the
truth! In Lawyers are Liars, Mark explains the strategies that actually work to protect our assets
and uses more than 270 footnotes to do it, quoting and referencing the true experts around the
country. Undoubtedly, this book will become a desktop resource for not only the average
middle income American wanting to protect his or her assets, but attorneys, estate planners
and financial professionals guiding their clients through this complex area of the law.
The Kremlin Playbook 2: The Enablers shows that some countries facilitate or enable Russian
malign economic influence to flow through their systems and across Europe. This feeds the
Kremlin’s cycle of influence, weakens democratic structures in Europe, and threatens U.S.
and transatlantic security.
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